Media has an enormous role in communicating information in various kind. Particularly, the print media is serving society strongly with their evolution in various fields including technological aspects. Within the steep competition each media wants to hold theirown audience with continuous innovative items. Environment is such a contemporary subject which has a fair demand. So the space is so valuable. In this study, the status of the English and the Bengali dailies in connection with environmental journalism, especially the space provided for public contribution/opinion has been scrutinized. This may be concluded that though the limited space has been allotted for public contribution/opinion by the newspapers, English dailies comparatively give maximum importance the public opinion, especially the Telegraph.
Introduction
When Timur Lang conquered Nasir-ud-Din Mahmud Shah Tughluq's forces in the battle for Delhi on 17 December 1398, 1 there were no mass media in India. For this reason, people across the country could not get such important news of that time in a quick period of time. Indian remained ignorant of a bloody destruction within the Delhi city walls was occurred and even three days after this massacre, it was alleged that the Delhi city smelled of rotting bodies of its dwellers with their heads being founded like structures and the bodies left as food for the birds. But media could have provoked people to resist foreign penetration and that might create a new direction of the Indian history. Mass media could not highlight the demolition of Delhi and boundless loss of the resource.
On the other hand, within minutes of the dreaded earthquake in Nepal in 2015, mass media started to show the devastation in minutes of possible details. Mainly the electronic media showcased the live experience of Guchhait, Basu & Ghara / Intermedia International e-Journal, Spring -June -2017 4 (6) Each mass media-house respects its audience for whom they serve news. Each mass media-house always tries to make its own audience and to make a special bonding with them. No media-house expects to lose its audience. Media-houses take participate in 'rat race' to increase their audience size. To increase audience size, media-houses used to take a different kind of tricky policies. Finally, reasonable size of the audience depends on news-content. Media-houses always prefer to select that type of news which is mostly enjoyed by the audience. So, a distinct type of news-style, news-presentation are seen in the case of media-house to media-house. On the other hand, audience size denotes the popularity of the respective mass media. And popularity provides commercial success in favour of the respective mass media.
Mass media always play with the behaviour of the audience. Mass media possess such strength to induce human behaviour. It is believed that the human behaviour is one of the complex matters in this world. So, this is not an easy task to crack the human behaviour. It can influence people to take necessary steps to lead better living. Communication technique of mass media involves several psychological and behavioural aspects which manipulate our behaviour, our likings. The level of manipulation depends on journalists' intelligence, schooling, character, fondness, analytical mind, sensitiveness etc. of an audience. Like other professions, journalism cannot be necessarily evaluated so straightforwardly. 6 This is clear that all the information provided by the mass media do not influence all people. Any individual prefers only that information which has harmony with the attitudes, believes and values of that person. Different social factors also take effect on mass communication. On the other hand, media also help people to set out agendas by providing issues to think about. 7 Mass media encourages people to participate in any social or political change. So, this can be easily said that the mass media has an intense impact on people to build an informative society.
Influence of public opinion
The influence of public opinion is not restricted to politics only. It is now a strong instrument in many other fields like sports, entertainment, literature, fashion, art & culture, marketing, economics, public relation, environment etc. Public opinion is summative of the individual views, attitudes and beliefs about a specific subject, expressed by a reasonable proportion of a society. The great American sociologist Charles Horton Cooley mentioned in his writing in 1918 that society is a development continuing to shape and reshape by way of individuals, groups, patterns, and institutions. In this process, public opinion is a very important component. Cooley pointed out in his writing that public opinion is a process of interaction and mutual persuasion rather than a state of the broad accord. 89 The American political scientist V.O. Key described public opinion in 1961 as "opinions held by private persons which governments find it prudent to heed." 10 In his unique publication 'Public Opinion' (1922), the 'Father of Modern Journalism' Walter Lippmann observed democracies and mentioned that "there have been skilled organisers of opinion who understood the mystery well enough to create majorities on election day."Public opinion is defined differently on the basis of different perspectives of modern times and it is universally accepted now.
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The term 'public opinion' was first popularised by Jacques Necker, the finance minister for Louis XVI. On the eve of the French Revolution, Necker mentioned repeatedly in his writings that "public credit depended upon the opinions of holders and buyers of government securities about the viability of the royal administration". 13 The origins of the modern idea of public opinion are found in the liberal democratic theories of ancient Greece.
14 Conceptualization of public opinion developed during the Enlightenment, but the separate concepts of the public and opinion have also been developed in ancient years and having so many denotations. 15 The opinion was used in two senses i.e. in the case of decision and status. Finally, both the senses communicate the concept of judgement. On the other hand, the term public derived from the Latin"populous" or "policies" and in general sense, it means Guchhait, Basu & Ghara / Intermedia International e-Journal, Spring -June -2017 4(6) mass population involving in the subject of shared interest. But now, the meaning of public is different in various subjects. In political science and history, the meaning of public is a population of individuals involving mainly with civic affairs. In social psychology, marketing, and public relations, the meaning of public depends on situational demand. 16 In public relations and communication science, public is the entirety of special groups which is one of the more unclear perceptions in the field. A different concept of the meaning of public persists in sociology. Although different definitions have been formulated by the experts, ambiguity in regards to the definition of the public has emerged from the early 20 th century with the concepts of the reader, spectator, viewer audience, market, stakeholder, advertiser, sponsor, patron, community, media, constituency, group etc.
Today's political analysts believe that public opinion influence particularly on the development of government policy. Some social scientists explained public opinion as comparable to the national will. Basically, sociologists have considered public opinion as for the result of social interaction and communication. Sociologists have also other argument that possibility of having many different public opinions on a particular issue at the same time. It is also true that possibility of a continuous change of public opinion is high. One type of public opinion may have a strong impact but this does not rule out the existence of other public opinions. The sociologists always recognise the significance of public opinion that has little or nothing to do with government.
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There are so many views regarding the formation of public opinion. Scholars are divided for their views of conditions to build a public opinion. Numerous conditions for the formation of public opinion have been discussed for last two centuries. Accumulating all the thoughts of different scholars of public opinion as they described it, minimum four conditions must be fulfilled: (a) should have an issue, (b) should have opinions of reasonable number of individuals on the issue, (c) should have minimum extracted harmony among some of the opinions, (4) this harmony should exercise influence directly or indirectly.
It is now a trend to collect comments from locals who belong to the place of occurrence, witnesses who were present at the moment of the occurrence of the event, experts on the subject, historians who has an experience of such type of events, administrators who may advocate the events, police officers who may investigate the source of reality, government officials who may highlight the proper picture or planning. These comments increase the credibility of the news as well the media. The audience can judge or visualise the event and accordingly try to relate this to his or experience. Moreover, comments or letter to the editor may set agenda. This is not an easy job to collect proper comments because all the sources are not enough skilled or experienced to narrate their comment as required by a media. This should be mentioned that making comments on the specific issue needs proper knowledge, education, thinking and other factors. Government servants are always shaky to comment for their service regulation and they are always sceptical in this regard. But it depends on country to country. In India, government servants used to avoid media especially they keep away themselves from any debatable issue. Political leaders and heads of the institutions occasionally give their comments on specific issues in India. On the other hand, locals or witnesses sometimes show their over-reactions in any event and they often deviate the proper lines of facts.
In the case of local newspapers mainly the nine newspapers published from Kolkata, which I have taken for my research, are publishing or carrying comments along with hard reporting regular basis. Beside that these local nine newspapers also published 'letters to the editor' prominently.
'Letters to the editor' is a very important component of a newspaper. Popular newspapers used to get more and more number of such letters. Sometimes, it is a problem for popular newspapers to select the most adorable letters from the hip of the letters to publish. 'Letters to the editor' is such a platform where the readers can share their opinions directly;can oppose or support an action taken by the government or any institution; can Guchhait, Basu & Ghara / Intermedia International e-Journal, Spring -June -2017 4 (6) request or direct the elected body or the government to give attention to a problem; can correct and clarify facts in a news story published previously; can encourage editors to cover an overlooked issue or event; can insist other readers to support your cause. 'Letters to the editor' are really very effective in the case of local newspapers. Every newspaper has a different policy to handle the 'letters to the editor'. Some newspapers do not publish letter carrying any debatable issue. Some newspapers prefer such letters having the news collected from a remote area. Some newspapers always prefer letters having such content which will initiate a debate among the readers. In a competitive market, each newspaper used to explore the new field of news, features etc. regular basis. Naturally, space for 'letters to the editor' is shrinking day by day for providing space for different kind of news items. Fewer numbers of such letters are published today. Even, popular newspapers can't provide space for letters every day. Even the newspapers are restricting words for such letters. So, it is understandable that the function of an editor for selecting a letter(s) to be published is becoming harder.
All the readers are not focused on writing letters. A section of people is keen to write letters to the editor. They want to communicate their views basically. They maintain some gentleman's norms understanding the limitations of a newspaper. They used to write precisely so that an editor does not cut out important portions of their letter. They also mention their address and telephone numbers so that an editor can verify who wrote the letter or any clarify anything of the letter. Many times readers requested editor to hide their name and address for security reasons or they use the pseudo name for the same cause. Moreover, readers who write letters to the editor, used to mention his or her credentials to prove his or her knowledge of the subject or topic.
Editors always prefer local issues mainly affecting reader's lives and community on a regular basis. If it is a national issue, editors try to find out the factors which affect people exceptionally. Editors select those letters having the informative background before exploring the main issue which is being covered recently in news and without having any complexity. Letters on the issues which are not in news are rarely published by the newspapers.
Considering all above, now the questions of this study are: Do the local newspapers publish a public opinion on any environmental issue adequately? Which type of newspapers Bengali or English dailies are more trustworthy on publishing statements/opinion of readers, general mass, politicians, experts, scientist, NGOs, environmentalists and other stakeholders? What is the status of Local newspapers as a whole in case of providing space for public contribution/opinion? Which newspaper publish the most number of the public opinion?
Conceptualization
Environmental news published in Kolkata Dailies have been classified into several "News Type". Among them, only major seven (07) categories like comments, editorial, features, general news, hard news, letter, photo news have been studied here. Usually, all the categories of news have their own characteristics. Only any doubt or confusion may be raised between general news and hard news. News of both the categories has different news value. News value depends on four (04) basic factors like importance, proximity, size and timeliness. 18 General news is more casual in nature than hard news.
Hard news always possesses the better significance of effectiveness, timely actions and results than any general news. Though, this may be mentioned that the gap between these two categories is not so prominent. Even also, it is not an easy job to differentiate both the categories every time.
Carrying opinion of the citizens or audience is perhaps the most treasured part of the mass media in this information age. It is now very easy to get information about the actions taken by the government from different mass media. It is also easy to get and share opinions on the specific issue. The audience can harmonise opinion of Guchhait, Basu & Ghara / Intermedia International e-Journal, Spring -June -2017 4 (6) one's own. In most of the cases, mass media take a nonpartisan stand and accept opinions based on the different school of thoughts. In the case of electronic media, the debate on the specific issue is frequently seen. Online sources like blogs, emails exclusively handled by any individual are the key components of such debates in electronic media. In print media, 'letter to the editor' is the only platform to share the readers' opinions. Sometimes print media itself feel to find the opinion of readers on any issue. In that case, print media collect opinion by interviewing experts, concerned people and general mass.
Editorial is the mirror of a newspaper and it projects the viewpoint of the newspaper on a particular policy. 19 Usually, a group of senior journalists are involved in writing daily editorial. Some of the newspapers used to publish more than one editorial. Specialised features and other columns are also found in local print media regular basis. The feature has a great importance in all newspapers. News does not carry previous records, future consequences, and does not have documentation value etc. The feature focuses on overview details and possesses documentation value.
All photographs which were published in nine prominent dailies during January to March, 2005 have been divided into eight (08) The To find the status of media coverage and the current trends in local print media coverage of environmental news in local leading print media, the news items published in aforesaid nine different prominent dailies were collected according to a welldefined sampling procedure through which a broad spectrum of environmental science categories may be covered for long 72 months during 1 st January, 2005 to 31 st December, 2010 . No promotional feature has been considered.
This was a very sturdy task to organise all the information, which has a significant position in this research. All the available paper clippings on environment related news published in previously mentioned newspapers for long 72 months during 1 st January, 2005 to 31 st December, 2010 have been organised month wise so that the convenient information can be marked out easily. All the information including different "News Type" have been analysed by specially made software prepared on access platform.
6.1.A. Explanation: 1
Date wise total available news published in nine different newspapers have been shown in the 4 . News in English published in more in number on all the days than news in Bengali excepting one day (14 th ) and the maximum numbers (514) of news was published on a single day also in English. 5. So, this can be mentioned that the English dailies contributed more than the Bengali dailies.
6.2.A. Explanation: 2
Newspapers wise total available news published in nine different newspapers in 'Environmental Category' have been shown in the Reporter by Name Staff Reporter
